On afternoon of July 22, the bells of Westminster Abbey, a famous church in England, rang continuously for three hours. In the evening, people in London gathered in the street to celebrate the birth of a new prince, George Alexander Louis. Experts had guessed he would be named George, since that was the name of several important kings of England. Now people are talking about who the young prince resembles. To make comparison, Internet sites have placed baby George’s photograph beside those of some of his relatives, which includes dukes, queens, princes, and princesses. Other people are digitally reengineering photos or making genetic-based analysis to predict how Prince George will look when he grows up. Right after the prince was born, his father, William, told the press that, thankfully, the little prince has his mom Kate’s good looks.

Think about it . . .

- Do you think Kate and William picked a good name for the new prince? Why, or why not?
- Why do you think people are interested in his looks?

A Striking Resemblance!

Think about your mom or dad or another adult who is important in your life. Write his or her name at the top of your page. List a few good qualities you see in him or her. With a partner’s help, decide whether any of those attributes can be seen in you. Circle one trait that you see in yourself or would like to see in yourself. Decide how you can live in a way that reflects the good qualities you see in your parents—and in the likeness of God!

What can you do this week to let your friends see a quality of God in your life?